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ABSTRACT

The aims of the Research is to diagnosing the Extension services and Activities fact that is foreword groves owners of deciduous and enduring fruits in development Transfer area in some regions of Kurdistan canton. and determine the Extension Agricultural problems that is suffering it the owners groves. A random Stratus field Sample was chooser at %14 the volume of the sample was 90 researchers. 87 researchers from ALSuliamania area and 3 researchers from gareman area. questionnaire from is used as a research in strument to collect data and interview method. the questionnaire was consist of three parts, the first part have the independent verablesas, Age, income, Agricultural experience, level of learning. While the Second part was measuring the level of extension services and activities by quinary measurement consist of 26 items. The range of the degree between 0-104 degree.

The high degree was 91 and the low degree was zero. The third part have the problems that Suffering from it the groves owners. Research results showed there is a low level of the Extension services and activities foreword groves owners, in addition theirs no correlation relation between the level of Extension services and activities and each independent variables.

The research recommended to solve the standing the efforts and Extension activities that it forward to groves owners in transfer technologies area, in addition contributing the helping and the backed for the groves owners from government of the regions.